
McMurdo PLB Range 
The McMurdo range of PLBs are designed to be carried by individuals as a 
last resort safeguard against any life threatening incidents that may occur 
anywhere in the world. Whether alone or within a group, on holiday, at 
work, carrying out your sport or hobby, if you ever fi nd yourself in a remote 
area, land or sea, without any other form of communication, a Fastfi nd 
PLB comes into its own. Once activated it transmits a unique identifi cation 
signal via the international search and rescue satellite system operated 
by COSPAS SARSAT on 406 MHz. The signal is then quickly passed to 
regional search and rescue authorities who can rapidly get to the scene. 

The PLBs both use a discreet antenna deployment system with a simple three-
stage manual operation technique to prevent any risk of accidental or false 
activation. In its stored state, the antenna is completely hidden from view 
and fully protected against rough handling. Once deployed, the antenna 
automatically springs into the optimum position ready for use.

Fastfi nd PLB’s use the same advanced technology as McMurdo EPRIBs, 
miniaturised into a compact and rugged, palm sized unit. They are 
designed to withstand the harshest of environments while still being extremely 
easy to operate and small enough to carry with you at all times.
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Fast Find 220 PLB
The FAST FIND 220 PLB uses 
advanced technology packed into 
a simple, lightweight, palm sized 
unit. Using the dedicated 406MHz 
frequency, Fast Find 220 transmits 
your unique ID and precise GPS 
location to the global network of 
search and rescue satellites within 
minutes. Rescuers are alerted to 
your situation, and  Fast Find 220 
sends them regular updates on your 
position. Finally, emergency services 
can home in on  your beacon’s 
121.5MHz transmission to fi nd you.   

n  Mini size, MIGHTY 406MHz 
emergency signal with GPS

n  Minimum of 24 hours 
continuous operation

n Simple design, easy to use
n 6 year battery life
n No subscription or call charges
n Floats with buoyancy pouch 
n Waterproof to 10m
n SOS morse LED
n Safe-stow antenna
n Self test both the battery and GPS
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